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Recruitment is a key activity in any organization. Hiringthe right candidate with the required skillsets is adaunting task and it needs a detailed informationanalysis. An automated 360-degree view ofcandidates profiles can help organizations find skilledresources with less effort in less time. Recruitment isnot a straight-forward task for any organizationwithout proper analysis of candidates’ profiles.Inclusion of external data from social and professionalnetworks can help improve the candidates’ screeningprocess. The common recruitment process followed bymany organizations is defined below:
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In this traditional approach, recruiters match the jobapplicants’ profiles based on specific keywords orattributes in the job description and shortlist thesefor further discussion. This approach produces avast bank of profiles with misleading information thatdoes not consider the candidates’ external data. Theexternal data related to candidates’ profiles brings manyinsights into the candidates’ experience, performance,networks, and negative news of their careers.
What is 360° view of job applicantsprofile?
A 360-degree view of candidates’ profiles is a completeperspective of the candidates gathered from internalor external data sources based on artificial intelligence.

The candidates’ overall outlook helps recruiters reviewall insights faster for a specific open position. Thecandidate job matching dashboard helps in gettingreal-time recommendations to fill the urgent jobrequirements. It also enables the organization to meetits business goals and growth.
Building a 360-degree view or candidates’ e-dossierrequires a lot of external information to be processedand integrated along with internal and external data.For example, to hire a chief finance officer, the recruiterin any organization reviews the potential candidate’sinformation such as academic background, professionalexperience, budget, professional network, and negativenews about the candidate’s previous job. All suchinformation helps the recruiter to recommend the bestmatch profile for further discussion to the managementin less time.
How does ontology help inrecruitment?
Enterprises are working to enhance the availablegeneric human resource ontology provided by theresearch community with their own recruitmentprocess experience. This enhancement will result inrapid information extraction to provide instant insightson recruitment. The transition from the traditionalapproach to augmented intelligence would optimizethe generation of a 360-degree view of candidates’profiles. Machine learning and ontology-based engineswill learn statistical rules that consider a larger numberof data points in a candidate’s profiles compared
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to the various parameters that recruiters typicallyconsider. The ontology-based HR computing enginecan simultaneously compare thousands of candidates,rather than limiting to the first few candidates that passthe screening. Such an approach doesn’t only work withstructured categorical data but also uses text miningalgorithms to analyse unstructured text from resumesbased on a knowledge graph.
The Ontology-based recruitment model definesprinciples that clarify the features of the applicationand distinguishes the relationship between individualelements linked to a domain ontology. Such amodel consists of two distinct ontologies relatedto job requirement and general human resourcecharacteristics:

• Generic HR ontology for job applicants: Itspecifies general characteristics of job applicants.
• Job Description and Offer ontology: It describesfunctionality linked to the domain of job offersrepresented by a domain ontology.

The platform below shows the illustrative processfor ontology and machine learning-based solutions

for enterprises to generate short and long lists ofrecommended candidates.

At Mastech Infotrellis, we work to utilize the entirecorpus of enterprise data along with the external datasource to leverage it with state-of-the-art techniquesfrom decision & data science to accelerate enterpriselearning for recruitment. We would love to talk withyou about our ontology-based HR compute engine.
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Mastech InfoTrellis Data Science Practice and Analytics Center of Excellence
Our team of data scientists hails academically and professionally from diverse backgrounds, allowing them to derive bestpractices across domains and design the Analytics Center of Excellence (ACE) that best fits specific client requirements.
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We Architect Enterprise Intelligence
At Mastech InfoTrellis we work to expose the entire corpus of enterprise data and leverage it with state of the arttechniques from Decision & Data Science to accelerate enterprise learning. We would love to talk with you about it.
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Mastech InfoTrellis partners with enterprises to help them achieve their business objectives by leveraging the power ofdata to derive deep, analytical insights about their business and its operations. We accelerate business velocity,minimize costs, and drastically improve corporate resiliency through personalized, process-oriented programs,consisting of strategy, data management (including master data management), business intelligence and reporting, dataengineering, predictive analytics, and advanced analytics. Part of the NYSE-listed, $193.6M, digital transformation ITservices company, Mastech Digital; we drive businesses forward around the world, with offices spread across the US,Canada, India, Singapore, UK, and Ireland.
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